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if your employees activate the software for other employees, that will
work until they need a new activation code. you can provide those

employees with the new activation code by activating again on their
machine, or by registering the activation code with your own license
manager. if you have automatic updates turned off in your system's

operating system (see your operating system for details on how to do
this), you may continue to receive updates for this software for the

support period, or you may receive updates for up to 18 months in the
future. note:autodesk no longer supports offline activation for 2021

products and later.if you have a perpetual license, you can activate your
software by going online only once. after you activate online, you can
continue to use 2021 software and later offline. this change doesn't
apply to subscription network licenses or previous versions that you

already activated offline. you can continue to use them as before. we
need to continue to work with the countries of the region, we need to

find ways to get humanitarian assistance to the venezuelan people, and
we need to do what we can, not only to see that the de facto

government of nicols maduro is deprived of the resources from the oil
sales to countries outside of the region, but also to convince other

countries in europe and around the region to take similar measures. an
internet connection is required to apply this update. autocad 2013 for

the mac and windows, autocad lt 2013, and autodesk.com are not
connected. you can still update your software by downloading the
update from autodesk.com, clicking the update now button in the

product activation wizard, and following the onscreen instructions to
install the new version of your software.
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taken together, the russian elections mark a point in history when it
seemed that the forces of autocracy would finally overthrow those of
liberty in russia. it has been a close run thing but the russian people

have, against all odds, defied the kremlin. whilst the outcome was never
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in doubt, the pre-election discussion centered on the margin of victory
and whether the call to boycott the election by anti-corruption activist

and opposition leader, alexei navalny, would result in a reduced turnout.
kremlin insiders dreamed of a 70/70 scenario: a 70% vote for the

incumbent putin on a 70% turn-out. putins previously best electoral
performance had been in 2004 when he polled just short of 72%. after
the widespread protests following the fraudulent 2011 parliamentary

elections, his vote fell to under 64% in the following years presidential
election. western democratic leaders might only hope for such an

endorsement from the electorate but slumps in support, even on this
relatively small scale, may be potentially damaging for an authoritarian
leader such as putin. note:autodesk no longer supports offline activation

for 2021 products and later.if you have a perpetual license, you can
activate your software by going online only once. after you activate
online, you can continue to use 2021 software and later offline. this
change doesn't apply to subscription network licenses or previous

versions that you already activated offline. you can continue to use
them as before. you see the screens for generating a request code in
the product activation wizard only if your computer isn't connected to
the internet. if your computer has an active internet connection, the
software will assume you want to activate online, and it won't display

the screens for a request code. 5ec8ef588b
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